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CAN SLIDESHARE SERVICE BE USEFUL FOR TEACHER? 
Currently SlideShare has become the largest online service of presentations not only 

as the repository of presentations in the Internet, but also as a mean of authors’ 

integration into the community.  Here you can share ready-made presentations for 

viewing, search, and even find ideas for their public appearances. SlideShare 

provides the ability to download presentations prepared in different versions of 

Microsoft PowerPoint, Impress (OpenOffice, LibreOffice). In addition  it is abble to 

upload documents into other formats and video. To facilitate the information 

exchange such downloadings are converted to Flash format (Flash). So you can be 

assured that other users can see created presentation or video despite of  software 

incompatibility or lack of programms. They can also be uploaded to blogs and 

Facebook. 

SlideShare was established in 2006. Since that time, SlideShare presentations as a 

service has become very popular and is considered to be one of the most visited 

websites in the world as well as one of the best training tools in the internet. It is also 

important that while visiting the SlideShare site by large number of visitors, there are 

any noticeable problems. Presentations are loaded quickly and smoothly. We have 

created one of the presentation on "Raster Graphics", which can be found at 

http://berdes21pgf.blogspot.com/2013/10/3.html 

This button can  flip through slides. Another button  can move you to the end or 

the beginning of the presentation. Indicating this button  a number of the slide 

and pressing the key Enter, you can go directly to the desired slide. Using this icon   

- opens the presentation in full screen. Viewing presentations uploaded to the 

SlideShare service, does not require registration on the slide hosting. But it is 



required to upload presentations. Minimum data to fill the registration list are 

username, email address and password.  

Therefore, using SlideShare would be useful for teachers because of the amount of 

presentations which can be presented to students for better learning. 


